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Abstract                                                                       

Since the Social adaptation is a necessity for all people so the social life and social relation ship are very 
complex. They are also changeable especiathy in modern time that’s why they are in need for adaptation 
on process or reprocess. Our study at this time about this problem about subjectin sociology which is social 
adaptation for those whom returned back from another country to their country in AL- Shaabanya popular 
1991 they go back after 2003 in iraq . the problem of this study is about the communi cation and social 
adaptation for them and their problem for that reason we try in this study follow this subject by the following  

1. this study aims to know the social adaptation for returnees with their society. 
2. to know their life in their cities. 
3. knowing the problems in their society. 
4. this study aims to comparison between returness  
5. good fame to comparison this stndies with another one.  The example of this research about 

many families tested sight and their family to their sitnations . 
6. knowing the result abont their work in their social adaptation on degree in their country . 
7. knowing social sight about them and their families 
 The sociologist finds out many privous stndies to get in migrants office in badylon city where the 
sociologist found (200) person tested in (33%) percent for this stndy. Sociologist depends on the use 
of the tool of the research inorder to be real information and this tool is file of meeting in many stages 
for example designs file and tests file and the laste one the tool of count.  

The most important results:- 

1. most of them returned by them selves they choose to returned back by themselves. 
2. this study gets some main problems in their adaptation. 
3. the relation ship become worse with their families and society. 
4. their life become worse comursion to previons one. 
5. the government doesn’t help them and this is main reason in their adaptation. 
 We put many informations for example to find jobs for returnees and make the relationships and  

this increase their social adaptation. 



 

       

 

 


